The present paper deals with the dependence of eigenvalues of 2nth order boundary value transmission problems on the problem. The eigenvalues depend not only continuously but also smoothly on the problem. Some new differential expressions of eigenvalues with respect to an endpoint, a coefficient, the weight function, boundary conditions, and transmission conditions, are given.
Introduction
It is well known that boundary value transmission problems are of great importance for their wide applications in physics and engineering. These problems, such as heat, mass transfer (see [] ), and diffraction problems, relate to discontinuous material properties, and their miscellaneous physical applications connected with these problems are found in many literature works, see, e.g., [-] and the corresponding references cited therein. To deal with interior discontinuities, some conditions are imposed on the discontinuous points, which are often called transmission conditions (see [, , , , , ]), interface conditions (see [, ] ), or point interactions (see [] ).
Eigenvalue problems play an important role in the theory of differential operators. There are several methods to characterize the eigenvalues of boundary value problems (see, for example, [-]), in particular, on the existence of solutions for linear or nonlinear Sturm-Liouville problems and higher order boundary value problems, we refer to [-] . In the classical case, i.e., without discontinuous points, Dauge and Helffer in [] found that the Neumann eigenvalues are differentiable functions of the right endpoint b satisfying a differential equation of the form λ = u  (q -λw). , a new Hilbert space is constructed, in which the considered problems are put. We prove that if λ is an eigenvalue of the considered problem, then λ can be embedded in a continuous eigenvalue branch. We also give some new differential expressions of the eigenvalues, which generalize the previous results obtained by Kong et al. (see [] ). This paper is composed as follows. We give some notations and preliminaries in Section . The continuity results of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are obtained in Section . Section  presents differential expressions of the eigenvalues with respect to all the data.
Notations and preliminaries
Consider the nth order symmetric differential equation
Consider the boundary conditions
and transmission conditions
Here λ is the spectral parameter, A = (a ij ) and B = (b ij ) are n × n complex matrices, C = (c ij ) is n × n real matrix, det C = ρ n , ρ >  and satisfy
where
are called quasi-derivatives of y which are defined by (see
is called Lagrange formula [] , where 
and a self-adjoint operator defined on H such that the eigenvalues of (.)-(.) coincide with the spectra of this operator. To this end, the inner product is defined by
Let us consider the operator L with domain 
Continuity of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
In this section, we prove the continuity of eigenvalues and normalized eigenfunctions for the nth order boundary value transmission problems. Moreover, the characterization of the eigenvalues as zeros of an entire function is established.
where I is the identity matrix. Obviously, the above solutions are linearly independent.
According to the properties of dependence of the solutions on the parameter, the Wronskian
are independent of the variable x and are entire functions of parameter λ. Short calculation yields that
where  (c, λ) and  (c, λ) are defined by left and right limits. Let
and (c-,
is an entire function of λ.
Lemma  A complex number λ  is an eigenvalue of the operator L if and only if
Proof Let λ  be an eigenvalue of L and u  (x) be the corresponding eigenfunction. Then u  (x) can be represented by (see [] )
where at least one of coefficients c i (i = , , . . . , n) is not zero. Substituting u  (x) into boundary conditions (.) yields
By (.), (.), and (.), one gets that
On the contrary, if det(A + B (b, λ  )) = , then the homogeneous system of the linear equations (.) for the constants c i (i = , . . . , n) has non-zero solution (c  , . . . , c n ). Let
is the non-trivial solution of equation Lu = λu satisfying conditions (.) and (.). Therefore, λ  is an eigenvalue of L.
In the following, we introduce the notation
We aim to illustrate the continuous dependence of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions on the problem, i.e., one small change of the problem only results in a diminutive change of each eigenvalue and eigenfunction. This means we need to compare the spectra of different problems which may be defined on different intervals determined by different ω. 
andp  , . . . ,p n ,w have similar definitions. Then we investigate the Banach space which is defined as
and its norm is given by
where · is any fixed matrix norm. Because /p  , p  , . . . , p n , w are only defined in L  loc (J ), is not a subset of X, but is. To study the continuity of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions on the problem, is assumed to be a subset of X and inherits its norm from X on which the convergence in depends. Because every point in is an accumulation point of in relation to the norm (.), so it is meaningful to discuss convergence of boundary value transmission problems with respect to this norm. Based on the space X, the set and Lemma , we obtain that the eigenvalues of nth order boundary value transmission problems depend continuously on the problem.
is an eigenvalue of the operator L determined by ω  . Then λ is continuous at ω  , that is, given any ε > , there exists δ >  such that
Proof From Lemma , we get that for ω ∈ , λ(ω) is an eigenvalue of the operator L if and only if (ω, λ) = . For any ω ∈ , (ω, λ) is an entire function of λ and is continuous in ω (see [] , Theorems ., .), and (ω  , μ) = . Since the operator L is self-adjoint, we know that μ is an isolated eigenvalue, and then (ω  , λ) is not constant in λ. Hence there exists ρ  >  such that (ω  , λ) =  for λ ∈ S ρ  := {λ ∈ C : |λ -μ| = ρ  }. By the well known theorem on continuity of the roots of an equation as a function of parameters (see [] , ..), the proof for Theorem  is completed.
In what follows we will always assume that each eigenvalue λ(ω) is embedded in a continuous eigenvalue branch.
Lemma  Consider the initial value problem
⎧ ⎨ ⎩ n k= (-) k (p n-k (x)y (k) ) (k) = λwy, y(t  ) = d  , y [] (t  ) = d  , . . . , y [n-] (t  ) = d n- , where t  ∈ [a, c) ∪ (c, b] ∪ {c+, c-}. Then the unique solution y = (·, t  , d  , . . . , d n- , C, /p  , p  , . . . , p n , w)
satisfying the above mentioned initial conditions and transmission conditions (.) is a continuous function of all its variables. That is, for any ε > , there exists δ >  such that if
. . .
Proof For t  = c-and x = c+, by transmission conditions (.) and det C = det C  = ρ n > , the result holds for x = c+. By the extension of continuity of y(x, λ) on J  or J  , respectively, the statement can be seen from Lemma . in [] when x ∈ J. As t  = c+, utilizing the same method, the result follows. For x ∈ J, using Lemma . in [] and the above method, the statement follows. 
Particularly, if λ(ω  ) is simple for some ω  ∈ , then there exists a normalized eigenfunc-
Proof (a) If the multiplicity of λ(ω  ) is , then, by Lemma , there exists a neighborhood N of ω  such that the multiplicity of λ(ω) is  for any ω ∈ N . For each ω ∈ N , choose an
It is sufficient to prove that
is not fulfilled, then we can choose a sequence ω k → ω  such that
Due to the normalization at x  , Y and U(x  , ω  ) are two linearly independent vectors in C n . Let Z(x) be the vector solution of (.) with ω = ω  , λ = λ(ω  ) and the initial condition
Since U(·, ω k ) satisfies the conditions
by taking limits as k → ∞, we obtain that
Hence Z(x) is a vector eigenfunction for ω = ω  and λ = λ(ω  ), which contradicts the fact that λ(ω  ) is simple.
as ω → ω  , and x ∈ J. The conclusion follows.
(b) If the multiplicity of λ(ω) is l (l = , . . . , n) for all ω in some neighborhood N of ω  in . Then we can choose eigenfunctions of λ(ω) satisfying the same initial conditions at c  for some c  ∈ J since a linear combination of l linearly independent eigenfunctions can be chosen to satisfy arbitrary initial conditions.
The above discussion illustrates that for every self-adjoint boundary value transmission problem and every eigenvalue λ(ω), the eigenfunction u(·, ω) and its quasi-derivatives
Then we normalize the eigenfunctions to end the proof.
Differential expressions of eigenvalues on the problem
In this section, we will obtain the differential expressions of eigenvalues with respect to the data. To this end, we will use Frechet derivative and list its definition as follows.
Taking limits as h → , we complete the proof of (.).
Theorem  Assume that the assumptions in Theorem  hold. Let all components of ω except b be fixed, and let λ = λ(b) and u = u(·, b). Then λ is differentiable at b and
. By (.), (.), and Lemma , we get that
Therefore, from Lemma  we have
Dividing both sides of the above equality by h and letting h →  yield that
Then the result follows from (.). Let E → , then we get (.).
Theorem  Assume that the assumptions in

Conclusion
The dependence of eigenvalues with respect to the data plays an important role in the theory of differential operators. It gives theoretical support for the numerical computation of eigenvalues. Moreover, the properties of monotonicity of eigenvalues with respect to the parameters can be obtained by the derivatives of eigenvalues on the given parameter. In this article, we obtained the continuity results of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions and presented some new differential expressions of the eigenvalues with respect to the data. Our results in this article generalize the previous results by Kong et al. [] into a discontinuous version. It can be verified that it turns into the classical case when ρ = .
